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ABSTRACTS

c砌ns Dn咖P切如趾砌以$s地m够GH口砌n曲咖矿知l，棚池s跏a讲CD如 脚M凡如n．J．
The GeneroZ P矗船咖拯旷C洲k训。厂￡危e n叩如冬脚“6fic旷吼流。stipulates clearly the basic frame—

work and main contents of the guardianship system．The principle of the best interests of children and the

principle d。the autonomy of children are regarded as the basic pdnciples of guardianship of iuveniles and are

embodied in the specific pmVisions of the guardianship system fbr juveniles which have enriched the svstem

of guardianship of juVeniles in China．The ma玎iage and family legislation should adhere to the principle of

the best interests of children，list parent——chiId relationship chapter and guardianship chapter separately，de—

fine“parental responsibility"cleady and fhrther distinguish the three legal tenns“guardianship， parental

powers，and parental custody’，． In the chapter of parent——child relationship， the rights and obligations be—

tween parents and children should be better clari6ed and the role of parents as the primary responsibilitv of

the juveniles should be highlighted in order to inherit the excellent familv culture tradition and caITv fbrward

the socialist core Values of the ma而age and family．The guardianship chapter should focus on impI-oving and

refining the guardianship system；clearly stipulate the supenrision system； stren殍hen the national guardian—

ship responsibility in order to giVe the maximum priority to pmtect the juveniles’rights．The improvement of

the legislation system of juVeniles’guardianship embodies the ha啪ony and unity of the logical system and the

Value system of the CiVil Code，so that the Civil Code can fo瑚the organic combination，the orderly comple—

mentary and coordinated juveniles protection system．

Key Words Guardianship；Parental Powers；Parental Responsibility；Legislation；the Best Interests of

Children

Xia Yinlan，Ph．D． in Law，Professor of China University of Political Science and Law．

咒矿A咖豇G獬嘲谊ns蛐，凤归册伽Co咒矧够cf川叻如

The core issues of adult

of I七gal Adult Guardianship

5叭r Ximi昭·J6·

guardianship studies are the excludability of Legal C叩acity and categorization

The fo瑚er focuses on independent study of decision—making capacity．Accord．

ing to difkrent building model，the latter is divided into monadic doctrine and pluralistic doctrine．Neverthe一

1ess，The General Pr0Visions of CiVil Code continues adopting the abstract model on Decision．Making Capaci—

ty judgment and a sin斟e type of guardianship．The study of Adult Guardianship faces an unprecedented

plight．The real cause of legal system refb瑚is not the sel■examination on its scientific thoughts，but the sci—

enti6c self乙reshaping on adult guardianship system．Old guardianship legal system cannot fit the Recursive

Rule of Concept Application．Signi6cant distinguish ment among concept eIements in system will consequent．

1y cut of．f the connection between legal system and reality．At this point，the study should tum f硒m solo legis一

1ative theory level into the combination of le百slatiVe theory and interpretation theory level．Therefore，a sys-

tematic investigation among Legal Capacity，L_egal behavior and Adult Guardianship is necessary．Given that，
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inspection on intention elements in Llegal C印acity judgment thmugh 1aw interpretation is necessary which

can distinguish the criterion of Decision—Making Capacity judgment between I．七gal Incapacity and IJegal Lim-

ited Capacity．By using article 67 of The Supreme People’s Court’s 0pinion on Carrying out Several Issues in

General Principles of the CiVil Law can make decision—making capacity as the functional element of legal act．

On the constmction of guardianship system，by referencing Beistandschaft system of Swiss Civil Code，a gra—

dational stmcture on adult guardianship can be designed to coordinate guardianship，deputy guardianship and

substitutive guardianship．

Key Words Adult Guardianship；Legal Capacity；Decision—Making Capacity；Intention Element；Gra—

dational StmctuIIe

Sun Ximing，Ph．D．Candidate in I丑w，Postgraduate Education School of East China Universitv of Polit—

ical Scjence and I aw．

Dn咖P砌ZⅡP乜nd C}，妇咒胁f如以q厂I[_nsPg比P聆f】hZ缸m跏胁P Z倒Z A《面“如nf如n C船Ⅳmi·35·

With the increasement of hard cases， consequentialism a璎阻ment recently seems to be more important

than legal dogmatic argument in judicial adjudication．Although the method of legal dogmatics may bring the

consequential problems， it can legitimatize the trial and avoid“comprehensive consideration”．The conse．

quentialism argument can solve the consequence problems but will be inundated with“comprehensive consid—

emtion"at the same time．Hence it is necessary to distinguish first order and second order between legal dog—

matics and consequentjalism．The method of 1egal dogmatics will be applied in simple cases and consequenti．

alism in hard cases．It is Very hard to give a line objectively between simple cases and hard cases， and we

can solVe the problems thmugh inteIpretiVe stand，which begins with the public opinion and popular will．

Key Words Consequentialism；Legal Dogmatics；Law and Social Sciences； Hard Case； Interpretive

Stand

ChenHui，Ph．D． in Law，Lecturer of Nanjing No瑚al University， Researcher of Institute for Chinese

Legal ModeTllization Studies．

(加锄P D咖洳n矿凡lc加Z Ad锄切缸胁P Acf

In 2014，the administratiVe litigation law changed

WANG K以·5i·

the scope of administrative lit培ation f南m“concrete

administratiVe act"to‘‘administrative act"，which resulted in the fact that factual administrative act belongs

to the scope of administratiVe litigation．Judging f而m our cun．ent theory and practice，the judgment criterion

of Iactual administratiVe act is still controversial and va{舛e．Through the investigation of Gemlan 1aw， the

birthplace of factual administmtive act， it can be found that factual administrative act does produce legal

efl．ect，but does not directly produce legal effect．That is to say， factual administrative act mav affect the

rights and obligations of the parties，but this is not the intention of the executive authorities．It is the chaI-ac—

teristics of factual administratiVe act that diI℃ctly produces the{．actual ef．fect．7111e Gemlan law is mainlv based

on“whether there is an adjustment or not(that is，whether it has legal validity and whether it directlv Dm．

duces the legal efkct or not)as a standard to distinguish the concrete administmtive acts and factual adminis．

tratiVe acts，which is worthy of our reference．The de6nition of factual administrative act will help us to recog．

nlze the nature of administratiVe coercion，public infb瑚ation，mediation，administrative竽midance。procedur．
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a1 act and quasi concrete administrative act．

Key Words Factual AdministratiVe Act；Concrete Administrative Act；Inf0硼al Administrative Act：

Declaration of Intention in Adminis￡rative Law；Quasi Concrete Administrative Act

Wang Kai，Ph·D．in Law，Professor ofLaw School of Beihang Unive础y．

。s哦Hmor’细M内。哟stockholder’s sign拙傩t Co哪№ts酊Intc矧Tmns僦渤雌：
砌P＆玎PmZ脚zD，口砌以踟s以伽．，谢比如Z A咖fs咖阴f，Dr臁矧co唧口妙
Pl西n菇z积on o雪Delisting sHEN zhQ∞}un．66．

Through the theoretical controVersy and case coITection over thirty years，the Supreme Coun of the State

of Delaware of United States，finally endorsed the“saf．e harbor’’for listed company privatization of delisting in

V．朋F形in 2014．Through double cleaning of major interest connicts of maioritv stockholders bv the intemal

company goVemance， which is decided by the Special Committee of board of directors and a maio订tv of the

minority shareholders，standard of commercial referee will fairly tmnsfonIl into business judgment mle．How—

eVer，the functioning of American double—cleaning system depends on several premises，leading to higher o．

Ver越l operation costs and especial difficulties in legal transplantation．At present， Chinese securities re#mla．

tors haVe compulsiVely introduced panial cleaning system to force majority stockholders to disclose the info卜

mation to the public shareholders so as to endow public shareh01ders with cenain negotiating power and have

also 1ed to the“hold—up"issue and emciency loss predicted by the pmperty mle theory of legal right protec．

tion．The institutional pel如ction fbr connicts of interest in A shares listed company privatization of delisting in

China should be conducted f而m two perspectives， extemal re{舛lations and intemal govemance mechanism．

Key Words Connict of Interest；Listed Company Privatization of Delisting；the Special Committee of

Board of Directors；Majority of the Minority Shareholders；Self-Enforcing

Shen Zhaohui，Ph．D．in Law，Associate Professor of Tsinghua University Law School，Tang Scholar．

P口，—胍细砌P Acf如咒o，R嚣c触g S砌化^D‘妇，肘匆Pf】．，lg RPso觑内白忍：

R比跆s，上倒Z』VD门竹s口，耐P，祝cf如P
——，而胁砌口pP，印PcflVPs盯胁P(10伊。朋胞L口w口以j，，钞cPdh，口，Z冠w Lf Zhtgnng·80·

Anicles 2 and 3 of Judicial Interpretation by the Supreme Court on Certain Issues Concerning the Appli—

cation of the“CoIporate LanV of the王)eople’s Republic of China’’(IV)(hereinafter ref．erred to as“Judicial In—

te叩retation of Co叩orate Law(IV)")cl撕fy the parties who call initiate the action to rescind the shareholder

meeting resolution．Its purpose is to solve the standing and range problem of the parties who can initiate the

specinc action to cure defects in shareholder meeting resolutions．These two pmvisions have their basis both

in corporate law and pmcedure law．The intention of the corporation is fo瑚ed by its intemal govemance o卜

gans of the coIporation by way of holding meetings， which is typical in the organization law．ShaI．ehokier

meeting I℃solution represents the relationship between its shareholder as the company’s member and the com．

pany as a whole o昭anization，rather than the relationship between the shareholders．This essential nature de—

te瑚ines the range of the plaintifb who have the standing to bring a lawsuit to rescind a shareholder meeting

resolution，the defbndants and third panies in such lawsuits is si≠弭i6cantly difbrent f}om the adversary ac一
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tions between the panies with equal standing．Using the action of rescinding a shareh01der meeting resolution

of the limited liability company as an example and f而m the perspectives of the corporate law and pmcedural

law，this article makes a fhrther analysis on the application，legal basis and practice of the Article 2 and Ar-

ticle 3 of the Judicial Interpretation of Co叩orate Law(IV)．

Key Words Company Resolution；Party；Join Action Author

Li Zhigang，Ph．D． in law， Doctoral candidate in industrial economics of Beijing Jiaotong University，

senior manager of China Cinda Asset Management Co．，Ltd．，．

砌P乜秽，勋胁咖以D，砌P动砝矾P R曙H砌，)，R咖册伽
Thinking on the Strtnegy醇“Ensn^ng Nntionnl Food

．如r me N讥eteemh Congress

Ch加：
SPc比由”

ZHANG Xt帆gui·96·

Land use controJ presents a state of operational failure in our country．It is necessary to make a rational

reView of it and propose refoms and improvements of practical and feasible f而m the two dimensions of world

outlook and methodology．Looking at existing theories and practices，based on the no瑚ative context of“right—

power"balance，China’s cun-ent 1and—use contml refonIl should implement the f01lowing“package"program：

in te肿s of conception，we should establish a system of pattems whicih balanced realization of multiple inter．

ests appeal； in te珊s of 109ical premise，we should actively promote the transfb珊ation of China’s land plan．

ning model from“incremental’’to“inventory”； in te瑚s of the key content， we should break through the

closed operating stmcture of agricultumlland transfer approval；in te珊s of the technical route，we should in．

noVate the realization of the“two aggregate indicator controls”；in te瑚s of supponing f0Uow—up，we should

efbctiVely pmmote the constmction of a legal system for the redevelopment of stock constllJction land．Only in

this way can it help to break through failure and contribute to the major strategic goal of ensuring the national

fbod security and putting finnly the Chinese people’s rice bowls in their hands as set out in the repon of the

19lh Natio眦l Congress of CPC．

Key Words Land Use Contml；Failure；Land Planning；Appmval of Conversion of Agricultural Land；

T0tal Indicatnrs

Zhang Xiangui，Ph．D． in Law，Associate Professor of Law Sch00l of Shanghai Maritime University

Dn饥P A即如口咖n矿咖P日。增勋愕肋s记肠w访咖P国H胁 yaⅣG．Xioonnn·Z08·

The unique character of the mechanism of the interpretation of Hong Kong Basic Law is that according

to Article 1 58 of the Basic Law，the judiciary of the HKSAR enjoys the judicial power，but not the final pow—

er of interpreting the Basic Law；while the NPCSC，with this 6nal power， does not apply the Basic Law in

the cases in daily life．In practice，there were some controversies amund the interaction between the two in．

te叩reters．Some scholars thought the distinction between civil law and common law as the main reason for the

contmVersies．HoweVer， this obsen，ation may ignore the complexity and diversity of the application of the

Basic Law．In some cases， the courts adjudicated the cases without interpreting the Basic Law， and thus the

NPCSC had the least innuence on the result．In some cases， the courts applied the Basic Law in connection

with the ICCPR and BORO，and thus the NPCSC’s innuence was also limited．In the other cases．the couns

merely applied the Basic Law and thus the interpretation by the NPCSC had the strongest and direct efkcts
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on the results．This paper separated the application f而m the interpretation appmpriately and suggested an at—

titude of deference for aU the panies，in order to solve the controversies amund the Basic Law．

Key Words Hong Kong Basic Law；Judicial Application；Common Law；the Court of Final Appeal；

the Interpretation of the Basic Law

Yang Xiaonan，S．J．D．，Associate Pmfessor of IJaw School of Dalian Maritime UniVersity．

伽D班c矗l，P卸“觚如聆盯砌’，加以m棚缸Z助妇砌n啦万sPs n耐协Pmc如P伽吼锄
JU Gu口，i，似·J22。

Although causality of epidemiology and indirect reduction to absurdity were two main theories to solVe

the pmblems of identifying causality of environmental ofknses，they had methodological faults．The theoreti—

cal circle supports to introduce theory of objective imputation in order to coⅡect them，while the practical

6eld use methodology of objective imputation to hear cases occun．ed by enVironmental pollution ofknses in

various ways．Forwarding imputation port，expanding imputation object and simplifying imputation process are

three main ways， but the degree of nomalization and systematization remain to be raised．As an analytical

tool， methodology of objective imputation hasn’t obvious systematical prefbrence and absolute path depend—

ence．Its recommendation is mainly renected by priority of objective judgment，emphasis of no咖atiVe eValua—

tion，rank of imputation standards as weU as orientation of criminal policy．The judgement of perpetrating

act，annful consequence and causality of the offenses will be ped’ected through the aboVe approaches．

Key Words Environmental Pollution O铂fenses；Methodology of ObjectiVe Imputation；Theoretical Pre—

dicament；Judicial Practice；Futu咒Prospects

Li Guan)ru，Ph．D． in Law，Associate pmfessor of HuaZhong University of Science and Techn0109)r Law

Schnnl

砌P功咖A耐砌鼢甜SPcH硎伽如跏肋以七唧卸 H zhong％i帆·135’

In corporate reo略anization，secured claim is subject to the automatic stay for the pu叩ose of maintaining

the opemtion of the distressed company and therefore becomes Vulnemble in the ba唱aining process．HoweV—

er，not only did the current bankmptcy law fails to pmvide the secured creditor the right of relief from stay，

lacking the institutional supply()f negotiation，but it also has not set the bottom line of the negotiation out—

come．Although the banklllptcy law often takes public policy into account to balance the interest of the credi—

tors． the debtor or even the society，based on the consensus between the objectives of reorganization and the

function of secured transaction，needs relatively effective and reasonable le舀slatiVe锄endments to be made．

Hence， bankmptcy law should provide a platfb珊where the creditors could coopemte with each other to a—

chieve bener results and distribute the assets in an orderly manner on the basis of maximizing the Value of

bankllJptcv estate．To be specific，fbr the sake of order and eⅡ宅ctiveness，it is imperatiVe to subject the auto—

matic stav to the necessitv test， to dete珊ine the minimum protection of the secured credit when it is

crammed—down bv court and to admit the distribution results of the creditors’bargaining．

Kev Words Secured Credit；Objectives of Reorganization；Distribution of Assets；Group Autonomy；

Neutrality

Li Zhongxian，Ph．D． Candidate in Law，University of Intemational Business and Economics．
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刀塘J，r曙H肠，C矗Hs口f如咒s nnd咖P cJ啦￡皤卿伽酊咖P D蜘cf如P砌妒比纽l】妇n CAI Gu诋heng·152·

According to the theory of objective imputation，the in．egular causations should be precluded through the

objective criterion of‘‘pemitted risk"． The criterion of“pe硼itted risk"has preinstaUed a perspectiVe of a

6ctive“objective—standard person"．Therefore，in the criminal theory that the judge should 6rst carTy out a

step of objective imputation，and then that of subjective imputation，the 6rst step is unnecessary．In the case

that the pe印etrator realizes his special knowledge， the theory of objectiVe imputation can lead to a wrong

conclusion．With the introduction of the so—called“special knowledge"into the theory of objectiVe imputation，

this imputation wiU be not objective any 10nger．It is not suitable to adopt the theory of objectiVe imputation，

which is based on a‘‘fictive person"．The proper way is to understand and inteIpret the legal elements，such

as result， action and intent(or negligence)， no珊atively and basing on all the facts that ex—post fbund out．

The imputation of criminal results is a subjective imputation that aims at the real perpetrator rather than an

objective imputation towards a“nctive person”．

Key Words Irregular Causations； 0bjective Imputation； Special Knowledge； No珊alization of E1e-

ments； subjective Imputation

Cai Guisheng，Ph．D．in Law，Lecturer of Criminal Jurispllldence Research Center of Renmin University

of Chjna．

砌P』l缸M成ng删d C饧哟啦g盯咖P肭lc勿如D，“乃谢匆m口成C幻P-缈一c口se Rel，如'．’”

XIoNG Wencong·168·

In most trademark cases， the no瑚ative issues such as distinctiveness，popularity， similarity and the

likelihood of confusion are very complicated and comp打se very uncertain judgement of subjectivity．For deal-

ing with these issues，the courts developed the“multifactor test”and resulted in inevitably an extmsive phe—

nomenon，which called“case-by—case reView"． Without Understanding its rationale， the‘‘case—by—case re·

View”is easily misread be connicting with the doctrines of“like cases alike，’or“stare decisis”and should be

excluded by the principle of so—called“the consistency of reView standard"． 0nly by clarifying the bound哪
between“case—by-case review”and“like cases alike”，we can defuse the contradiction and ensure the fair-

ness of judieial judgement．

Key Words Case—by-case Review；Like Cases Alike；Trademark Law；Multifactor Test

Xiong Wencong，Ph．D．in Law，Associate Pmfessor of Minzu University of China Law Sch001．

∞mm明缸，)，D咒A腑缸J4矿CD咒加cf kw：CD唧os洳n盯册 掰ⅣG Do执io几g·J77·

According to Anicle 14 of Contract Law，an oH_：er should meet three requirements．Firstly，it should be a

declaration． Secondly， in principle， ofkree must be speci6c person；only in exceptional case can numerous

unspecific people be of-feree．711hirdly，the declaration should express de￡nite meaning conceming effbct．This

meaning acts as criteria to distinguish off矗f而m invitation to o￡f’er，declaration based on fHendship，declara—

tion in gentleman’s agreement，letter of intent，declaration in memorandum．The burden of pmof rests on the

party who claims the existence of an off’er with certain content．

Key Words 0ffer；Invitation to O仃er；Act Based on Friendship；Declaration of Will；Burden of Proof

Yang Daixiong，Ph．D． in Law，Pmfessor of East China University of Political Science and Law．
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